
Installation Guide

iMac 24" Tray Loc 

Made in USA www.LocDown.com
www.Anchorpad.com 800.872.9562

Important Warnings and Cautions
Failure to read, understand and follow instructions can result in serious injury, damage to equipment or 
voiding equipment warranty.
Improper installation can result in serious personal injury or death. Ensure that the mounting surface can 
support a weight factor of four times the combined total weight of the equipment and the mount. If not, 
reinforcement of the mounting surface will be necessary before installing the mount. 
It is the installer's responsibility to make sure that the mounting surface and the subsurface is free and 
clear of all electrical wires, plumbing and gas pipes. Failure to provide adequate clearance of all electrical 
wires and pipes can result in serious personal injury or death. 
Mount and equipment exceeding a combined weight of 50 lbs can result in damage to the support 
structure, the mount, the equipment and may cause personal injury.
Business Machine Security, Inc. does not warrant its mounts against damage caused by the end use of its 
mounts for any purpose other than for the purpose for which it has been designed. 
Business Machine Security, Inc. is not responsible for damage, or injury that may result in the use of any 
unauthorized modifications or attachment.
Proper safety gear (Goggles, Glasses & Gloves) and practices should be adhered to at all times 
throughout the installation process.
Do not install the mount near any heat source or air conditioning vent which may be prone to vibration.
Maximum load capacity 50 lbs.
Do not expose to extreme temperatures.
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Top Tray Bottom Tray 

3 Foot Cable 

Screw Lock

Mouse Trap

4- Washers 4-Wood
Screws

1/2"
 Carriage Bolt

1/2" Whiz
Nut

2- Loopers

Scissor or Hook Loc - NOT  Included

Can be added at an addtional cost 

Alcohol Pads

Parts Included
Tools and Components included in your package:

Bolt Down Option Includes:
Direct Adhesive Option arrives to
you pre-taped with a strong 
double-sided tape.

Direct Adhesive Option Includes:
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BD - Bolt Down Model 1Option

- Direct Adhesive - AGD2Option

1.  Position the Bottom Tray  on the 
work surface allowing enough 
clearance for a keyboard if needed. With 
a pencil, mark the surface around the 
outer area of the Tray. Next mark one of 
the 1/2" holes and all of the 1/4" holes 
on the Bottom Tray, then move the tray 
aside. 

2.  At the 1/2" hole pencil mark, drill a 
5/8" hole completely through the 
surface. Clean all debris from the area.

3.  Place the Bottom Tray over the holes
and line up with 1/4" holes.

4. From underneath the work surface insert the 1/2" Carriage Bolt through the surface     
into the Bottom Tray. Hand tighten the Whiz Nut onto the Carriage Bolt.

5. Screw in all 4 wood screws, then tighten the Carriage Bolt.  

5. After the Tray is down, place your hands on top of it and hold equal pressure down 
for approximately one minute. The adhesive will cure in approximately 24 hours.
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Wash Wipe
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Secure the iMac + Optional Cable Kit for Accessories

1. Clean mounting surface with the 
alcohol wipe. Ensure to clean an area 
slightly larger than the dimensions of 
the Bottom Tray.

2. Position the Bottom Tray  on the work 
surface allowing enough clearance for a 
keyboard if needed. With a pencil, mark 
the surface around the outer area of the 
Bottom Tray.

3. Remove the protective liner from the 
adhesive.

4. Carefully position the Bottom Tray 
over the marked area and lower it down 
onto the surface from back to front. 

6.  After the Tray has been attached 
to the mounting surface place the 
IMac on the Bottom Tray and 
center it.

7.  IF YOU PURCHASED THE OPTIONAL CABLE KIT 
AND PURCHASED THE HOOK or SICSSOR LOC:
Attach the Hook or Scissor Loc to the Micro Slot 
on the back of the display by doing the following: 
FOR HOOK LOC: insert the Hook Loc's hool into the 
slot & slide the shim forward until the cable pass-thru
holes line up.
FOR SCISSOR LOC: Open the Scissor Lock so the
prongs overlap. Insert the prongs into the security slot
Close the Scissor Loc so the Pass-Thru Holes line up.

8.  Thread the cable through the holes in the Hook Loc 
then out through the hole in the stand. 

9.  Place the keyboard and the mouse cords in the 
bottom of the Mouse Trap and thread the cable 
through the Mouse Trap holes.

10.  Insert cable through one hole of the looper, bend 
the cable and insert it through the other hole of the 
looper.

12.  Secure the two Trays together by in-
serting the Screw Lock and turning clock-
wise until the lock is snug, DO NOT OVER 
TIGHTEN.  The lock needs to be in the 12-6 
or 3-9 o'clock position to remove the key. 

Warning- Do not overtighten the lock. Over tightening can lead to lock failure on removal.

11.  Slide the Top Tray all the way into the 
Bottom Tray so the iMac base and sec-
urity cable are completely enclosed.  
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SKIP TO STEP 11IF YOU DID NOTPURCHASE OPTIONAL CABLE KIT &OPTIONAL HOOKor SCISSOR LOC. 




